
BUS STOP SAFETY 

The safety of your children at our bus stops is very important. Here are some guidelines that will 

help address bus stop safety. 

 

● Danger Zones: This is the area directly in front, directly behind and on the street side of 

the bus. Students and parents should not be in this area. These are blind spots for other 

motorist who are trying to pass the bus. During drop off times, parents and students 

must stay in the safe zone and wait for the bus to leave the stop or walk behind the bus 

outside of the danger zones to cross the street (aprox.100 meters from the back of the 

bus) Parents and children should not cross the street in front of the bus. 

● Safe Zones: This is the area on the curb side of the bus. Students should be lined up 

and waiting for the bus. The bus should come to a complete stop before the students 

start walking (not running) towards the door. Students should not be walking or running 

next to a moving bus. 

● Jay-walking: Parents and students are to use crosswalks. Always follow proper and 

safe procedures for crossing the streets with their child(ren) and model safe and 

responsible behavior to ensure pedestrian safety. Parents and students should not be 

crossing in the middle of the street to catch the bus, or to return to their vehicles. 

● Using city transit stops: Yellow buses have been given permission to use this area 

but, when possible the actual bus stop / shelter should be left clear for city transit buses 

and their passengers. Transit buses have the right away to this area. Parents are not 

permitted to park with in the city transit stops. If caught, there will be a fine of up to         

$ 165.00. 

 

● Pick up times: All students should be at the bus stops waiting 5 minutes before the 

times on the description. Description times are leave times 

 

● Late drop off’s: Parents should never cut off or park directly in front of the bus. If the 

family is running late, go to the next stop and allow for the child(ren) to be able to get out 

of the vehicle safely and get to the safe zone before the bus gets to the stop. Last 

minute drop offs can result in slips, trips and falls due to the rushed vehicle exits. This 

puts children in to very dangerous situation. 

 

● Horn use: A driver can and will use their horn to get children’s and parents attention if 

they observe any unsafe acts.  

 

Students are expected to be considerate of the safety and well-being of themselves and fellow 

students at bus stops and on buses. Please take time to discuss these safety measures with 

your child on a regular basis.  


